RIBBIT RABBIT ROBOT reading notes and activities

1) Cover
Have a look at the cover of the book. What do you think the book is going to be about?
2) p4-5 In the Antique Shop
Why do you think Rabbit is saying “Ribbit”? What
could he be seeing?
How many things that begin with the ‘r’ sound can
you spot in the antique shop?
3) p6-7 Frog choosing book
What letter do all the books in Frog’s pile begin
with?
4) p8-9 Frog under pile of books
Why is the Rabbit saying “Rub it”? Can you explain
it to Robot?
5) p12-13 Genie appears
Have a look at Genie’s expression. How do you think he is feeling? What makes you think
that?
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6) p14-15 The wishes
What is Frog doing with the scroll? Why aren’t Robot and Rabbit paying attention?
7) p18-19 Chase scene
Can you make the actions to row a boat, ride a bike and rev an engine?
Do you know the name of the bike Robot is riding?
What has happened to Robot? Why is Frog angry?
8) p20-21 In the Rabbits’ burrow
If you were a Rabbit and you had a magic lamp, what would you wish for?
Why are the Robots dressed up as carrots?
9) p22-23 Riiibbbiiiiiit!
How did the Robots escape? Did Frog manage to catch them?
10) p24-25 In the Robots’ Repair shop
What is Frog dressed up as? Why do you think he chose this disguise?
11) p26-27 Scroll reveal
What is it that Frog has known since the beginning that the scroll reveals to us now?
If you were Frog, would you keep the lamp for yourself or free the genie? Why?
12) p28-29 Underwater
What happens when the lamp goes underwater? How does Genie feel? How do you know?
Can you see how the fish help guide our eyes to the action in the pictures?
13) p30-31 Sad page
Why are Rabbit and Robot sad?
14) p32 Last page
Who is reading with Frog? Who is ‘Froggie’?
Where is the lamp and what is it used for?
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BONUS:
●

Have a look at the green “end pages” inside the front and back covers of the book.
Can you spot the differences? What has changed for the characters from the
start ‘til the end?

●

Can you say “RIBBIT RABBIT ROBOT” fast 10 times? Time yourself. What’s your
record? Video yourself and post your efforts on social media with
#ribbitrabbitrobotchallenge

●

What is your favourite picture in the book? What do you like about it?

●

Who is your favourite character? Why? Try drawing them. Email your best
pictures to victoriamackinlayauthor@gmail.com.

●

If you had a magic lamp, what would you wish for? Write down your wish, or draw
it, and put it in a safe place (like under your pillow or behind a special photo in a
frame). You never know, it may just come true!
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